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											Canada is the second-largest country in the world next to Russia and it does not fall short of having beautiful places to visit. The Western part, in particular, is known for having jaw-dropping sceneries in the provinces of Alberta and British Colombia. It is the home of blue glacial lakes, pine forests, and a rich […]
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														Nowadays, booking a flight is so easy. However, there will still be times when booking may seem like a challenge if you can’t find the options you’re looking for. Here are some tips that may help you save time and maybe costs. Do not go to travel agencies when booking tickets as they are the […]
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														Canada is the second-largest country in the world next to Russia and it does not fall short of having beautiful places to visit. The Western part, in particular, is known for having jaw-dropping sceneries in the provinces of Alberta and British Colombia. It is the home of blue glacial lakes, pine forests, and a rich […]
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														Preparing for the trip If you’re going on a trip, then you’re going to need some of these tips: Apply for travel documents beforehand. It is always advisable to apply for travel documents (passport and visa) weeks before or even months. This information is always present in government sites. Plan your itinerary. It is very […]
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		                                                Any trip to Canada isn’t complete without a visit to the British Colombia.  It is a province where glaciated mountains are...                                                    
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		                                                The Canadian Rockies offers one of the best diverse range of scenery and activities. From its spectacular mountains to the relaxing...                                                    
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		                                                If you’re after amenities and service, here’s the list that you’re looking for: Japan Airlines Japan Airlines offers the warmth and...                                                    
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		                                                World’s Best Airlines for in-Flight Meals                                                    

                                                

                                                                                                    
		                                                We can all agree that airplane food is generally horrible. But there are a few airlines that could serve delicious food...                                                    
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A West Canadian Perspective on Bitcoin Casinos

In Western Canada, where rugged landscapes meet the cosmopolitan spirit, a technological wave is sweeping through the gambling industry. Bitcoin casinos, riding on the backbone of blockchain innovation, are etching out a distinctive space in this dynamic region. The allure of decentralized currencies and the promise of a redefined gaming experience have captured the imagination of Western Canadians. Amidst this digital evolution, exploring the best online slots real money options adds an exciting dimension to the ever-expanding world of virtual entertainment. If you’re one of the many individuals interested in this booming industry, this article …
Read More
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Navigating the Canadian Borders: A Guide to Traveling with Your Vaping Kit

In recent years, vaping has emerged as a popular alternative to traditional smoking, with many individuals embracing this method for various personal reasons. As a vaper, understanding the regulations surrounding traveling with your vaping kit, particularly when visiting countries like Canada, is crucial. Ensure a seamless journey with your vaping kit by exploring this comprehensive guide, which not only navigates the regulations of traveling with your vaping equipment but also sheds light on the specific rules governing the transport of vape juice, essential for hassle-free trips to countries like Canada. Understanding Canada’s Vaping Regulations Firstly, …
Read More
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Traveling With Medical Marijuana

Medical marijuana is now legalized in a majority of states in America. However, traveling with it from one state to another remains a challenge for most Americans. You could find yourself on the wrong side of the law if you travel with Exhale’s amanita gummies or other CBD-infused products in some states. Laws on Marijuana Use The US government classifies marijuana and medical marijuana under Schedule I substances. Therefore, the federal government maintains that marijuana is not fully accepted for medical use and can be easily abused. Based on the provisions of Schedule I, it …
Read More
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How to Stay in Shape While Travelling

Maintaining a fitness regimen while traveling can be challenging. The disruption to your normal routine, along with the temptations of local cuisine, can easily lead to weight gain and decreased physical performance. However, staying in shape while on the go is possible with some planning, adaptability, and even the use of modern fitness aids like the SARMs in Canada. Planning is Key Before you embark on your travels, research the facilities that will be available to you. Many hotels offer gyms, and some even have extensive fitness centers with various types of equipment. If your …
Read More
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5 Things to Know About Travelling With CBD Oil

As much as full spectrum CBD oil has been legalized in most states, travelling with them requires you to adhere to strict guidelines. The CBD oil travel guidelines might differ from state to state and based on your means of travel. In most cases, strict rules apply when travelling with CBD oil or the best CBD cream via air. Flying with the set CBD oil travel rules might result in hefty penalties. Since you would not want your travel to stop due to the violation of CBD product laws, it is necessary to understand the …
Read More
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Tips on Traveling With TRT Medication and Syringes

Traveling when you have a certain medical condition is complicated. You will need to have injections at one point. For instance, when your testosterone levels are low, you will either need trusted and reviewed testosterone pills or inject TRT medication to boost them during your trip. Therefore, you need to carry syringes to inject TRT medication to boost testosterone levels in your body. However, you cannot carry syringes and TRT medication in your backpack and board an airplane without explaining why you have them. The security agents at the airport checkpoints will ask you …
Read More
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CBD and Flying: Is It A Good Idea?

CBD and its variants have taken the world by storm in recent years because of its calming effect and other therapeutic properties. It’s no surprise that many of us want to carry a CBD product with us wherever we go. We already know that the delta 8 flower is legal in many countries all over the world. Even yet, there is an underlying issue as the legal status of CBD is not consistent across the globe. This is why deciding whether it is allowed to bring your CBD item on a plane can feel like …
Read More
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Should I Travel Alone or With a Friend?

There are pros and cons to both, travelling alone and with a friend. It really depends on your personality and preferences as to which is the best option for you. Some people enjoy travelling solo because they can do exactly what they want when they want. They don’t have to compromise or worry about someone else’s needs or interests. They can go at their own pace and make spontaneous decisions without having to consult anyone else. On the other hand, some people find travelling alone quite lonely. They prefer to have someone to talk to …
Read More



















					
				
					Contests
                            As a way to show all of you how much I appreciate your support for my blog, I’ve prepared a few contests with some great prizes you can win.

We have prizes such as travel goods and luxury holidays to various places around the globe.
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                                                About Us
Hello everyone and welcome to Leaf Travel Reviews where travellers with a passion for going around, gather!

This blog will serve as a guide for every traveller, newbie or not, to get more experience when traveling. I know that there are many travel blogs out there so this is probably not something new to you. But I’d like to offer something that most travel blogs don’t– clarity.

In my blog, I don’t aim to just inspire– I aim to answer. I’d give you all the necessary information you’ll need as to which tourist spot is better, is it worth your money and so on.

So if you want to take a ride with me on my journey, hop on and start reading!
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